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Old Monument,
new experience

page 10

■ Improvements at the
Gateway Arch make visiting
this historic monument an
even better experience.

Top: The Gateway Arch soars 630 feet
into the sky above St. Louis, Missouri.
Lower: Kids splash in the reflecting pool at the new entrance. (AP)
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Don’t look now, but a troll is watching you.
It’s Joe the Guardian!
The idea of trolls comes from Scandinavia
(the area where you’ll find Norway, Denmark,
and Sweden today). In old, made-up stories,
trolls lived deep in the forest. They looked kind
of like people. But they usually didn’t like
people. Some trolls in the old stories are
small. Others are big. This troll stands in
The Morton Arboretum in Lisle, Illinois.
He is definitely the big kind!
An arboretum is like an outdoor
museum of trees. Danish artist
Thomas Dambo built six giant
trolls from hundreds of pieces of
wood that were going
to be thrown away. He
used beaten-up boards,
fallen branches, and
old crates. Visitors
to the arboretum go
on troll hunts. They
collect clues to find
the trolls’ hideouts.
They also pick up the
message these guards
are designed to send:
People are stewards
of Earth. Protect the
forest!
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The Gateway Arch (pages 10, 11) honors St. Louis, Missouri, starting
point for early westward moves. Here’s your own cross-country trip.
Answers page 5

Draw a path
through the
maze. Move
from one
state to the
next but only if
the states share a
border. Do not visit
a state twice.
Start

Finish

California

Arizona

Utah

Vermont

New
Hampshire

Maine

Minnesota

Montana

Idaho

Massachusetts

New
York

Connecticut

Nevada

South
Dakota

Wyoming

Florida

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

New Mexico

Vermont

Colorado

Oklahoma

Wisconsin

West
Virginia

Oregon

Louisianna

South
Carolina

Arkansas

Indiana

Ohio

Iowa

Minnesota

Louisiana

Tennessee

Kentucky

Kansas
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A new kind of ankylosaur
was discovered.

Armor-saurus

Say hello to a new dinosaur!
Well, he’s not exactly new.. But people are just
learning about him.
Scientists believe this dinosaur roamed
southern Utah long ago, eating plants. The dino
was covered head to tail in bony armor.
People unveiled
the dinosaur’s fossil
this summer at the
Natural History
Museum of Utah.
In 2008, diggers in
Utah found the dino’s complete skull.
They discovered

INCOMING!
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Operation Planet Protection

In 2013, an asteroid
suddenly appeared over a city in Russia. It
exploded, damaging buildings and injuring
people. U.S. government officials wonder: Could
that happen on Earth again?
Right now, scientists know of no asteroids or
comets heading our way. But they say one could
sneak up on us. If a large one hit Earth, it could
do major damage.
So how can they protect the planet? Scientists plan to change an asteroid’s path by hitting
it with a big, fast-moving robot spacecraft. But
that would take time: several years to build a
spacecraft, then another few years for the craft
to fly to the asteroid. So if an asteroid’s coming,
scientists want to know early—about 10 years
before it arrives!
In reality, asteroids are out of our control.
Still, we don’t have to be afraid. We are not in
4

part of its tail, some body armor, and
large sections of spine too.
The new dino is a kind of ankylosaur. Researchers thought he
would have smooth, bony armor
on his skull. Instead, his snout
and head were spiky. His fossil
looked a lot like fossils found in
Asia. People named the dinosaur Akainacephalus johnsoni.
That name honors museum volunteer Randy Johnson. He spent
hundreds of hours removing the
skull from rock.

control of life at all! God is. He tells us not to fear.
He knows when a hair falls from your head—and
when each asteroid streaks through space.
Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed,
for I am your God. —Isaiah 41:10
AP Photos
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Huge flocks of hungry birds scour the sand
in New Jersey. They’re looking for tiny horseshoe
crab eggs. They’re also swapping viruses.
The birds migrate every year from South
America to the Arctic. When they stop in New
Jersey, scientists watch. They’re looking for
clues. How does influenza (flu) develop and
change? What can they learn to protect people
from future bird flus?
Researchers carefully step around the
nesting horseshoe crabs. They scoop up the
evidence: bird droppings. Some of the droppings
may carry influenza. The samples are stored on
ice then tested.
Most kinds of influenza come from water
birds like wild ducks and migrating shorebirds. Usually, the birds don’t get sick. They
just trade viruses that live in their guts.
But the viruses can infect turkeys,

More shorts
nline every day!

kids.wng.org

Jenny
cooks a tiny
feast with
tiny tools.

Tiny Cooking
Have you watched tiny cooking yet? Warning:
It’s almost impossible to look away.
Right now, people all over the world are fascinated by miniature cooking. In YouTube videos,
human-sized hands make doll-sized meals. They
use itty-bitty utensils. A tiny spatula flips a tiny

Flying Flu

chickens, and people. If scientists can figure out
which kind of flu is coming, they may be able to
give people a tool to help: the right vaccine.

hamburger. It cooks in a tiny pan on
a tiny stovetop. A tiny whisk whirls
drops of egg white in a tiny bowl. It
becomes meringue atop a tiny pie.
One video of a baby shortcake has
over 12 million views!
Jennifer Ziemons is one famous
miniature chef. Her YouTube channel
is Jenny’s Mini Cooking Show. She
uses wee rolling pins, knives, measuring cups, and spoons. Viewers
watch her make itty-bitty cakes. One
looks like a cheeseburger with tomato, lettuce, and cheese. It even has
micro sesame seeds on the bun.
Japanese companies make many
of the small
tools needed
for tiny cooking.
Japanese fans of kawaii,,
or the cuteness culture,
eat up the tiny trend.
But fans must feast only
with their eyes. All that
work produces barely a
bite of food.

Page 3 California, Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Montana, South Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine | QUIZZES: SCIENCE SOUP, p6-9, Malaria , Banana 1) d, 2)
a, 3) b, 4) b, 5) Some have discovered medicines or ways to control mosquitoes. Others find new ways to diagnose, or to make treatment more affordable
to poor people. | p10-13, TIME MACHINE, p10-13, Arch, Albania 1) a, 2) b, 3) a, 4) c. | CITIZEN SHIP, p14-17, Tunnel, Fire 1) d, 2) b, 3) a, 4) c, 5) They must
do all in their power to make sure the people they govern can live well. | TAKE APART SMART, p18-21, Bumble Bee, Lorax 1) a, 2) b, 3) c, 4) a. | CRITTER
FILE, p22-25, Crayfish, Hippo 1) d, 2) d, 3) d, 4) d, 5) By sorting animals, we learn about how orderly God is. | JET BALLOON, p26-29, New York City, China
1) b, 2) a, 3) a, 4) b. | Page 32 Word Math Word 1) Philemon) phone - one + i + lemon, 2) Peter) rope + otter - root, 3) Jude) jam - AM + udder - DR, 4) Hosea)
ship - sip + goose + AL - goal + A, 5) Amos) china - chin + moat + tick - k - attic + S, 6) Ezra) pez + rain + K - pink

hotos
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Mothers wait to have their children vaccinated
against diseases including malaria in Liberia.

The
No-Poke
Test

kids.wng.org/science-soup
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disease. Mr. Gitta’s
new malaria test
doesn’t require pokes,
professionals, or a long
waiting period. Here’s
how it works. The test
uses a small device
that clips on to a person’s ﬁnger. It shines a
red beam of light onto
the skin. The red light
shows changes in the
shape, color, and concentration of red blood
cells. All those factors
can indicate whether
a person has malaria.
Test results are sent to
a computer or phone.
Does the device’s
wearer have malaria?
He or she will ﬁnd out
in just 60 seconds!
Mr. Gitta’s invention
won a respected
engineering

prize. The test is called
Matibabu. That means
“treatment” in the Swahili language.
Malaria doesn’t
come from bacteria or
a virus. It is a parasite.
The one-celled creature
is too small to see. A
mosquito carries the
parasite in its gut after
biting an infected person. Then it bites someone else. The parasite
multiplies in the human
bloodstream. A person
bitten by an infected
mosquito gets feverish, nauseous, and
headachy. Severe
cases of malaria
are deadly.
An infected
mosquito bites.
The disease is
hard to prevent.
Then, the malaria
The parasites
parasite multiplies in the
are getting
human bloodstream.

8/17/18 2:42 PM

AP Photos, Library of Congress

Brian Gitta feels
his head grow hot. He
has a disease called
malaria. A laboratory
worker must draw and
test his blood. The ﬁrst
three tests don’t detect
his sickness. So Mr.
Gitta comes up with
a bright idea: a new
malaria test—without
the needles.
Mr. Gitta comes
from Uganda, a country
in Africa. Malaria kills
more people in Africa
than any
other

used to the drugs normally used to treat the
disease. Insects that
carry the parasite grow
resistant to bug-killing chemicals. Any
progress in the African
malaria ﬁght is a good
thing! The test will
help in Africa’s rural
areas where people
have to send blood
samples far away to
ﬁnd out whether they
have the disease.
But Matibabu isn’t
perfect. If 10 people
take the test, eight of
the results will be accurate. Mr. Gitta and his
team are still working
to make it correct more
than 90 percent of the
time. They must overcome another challenge
too. Some patients don’t
feel sure about using
new tech like Matibabu.
Mr. Gitta says, “Some
people will not leave
the hospital until their
children have been
pricked, and until they
have been given
anti-malaria
drugs and
painkillers,
even if
the kid is
A blood sample
not sick.”
is taken.
Matibabu
works—but it
will still have to earn
people’s trust.

Malaria Milestones

People have been trying to get rid of malaria for hundreds of years. Sometimes that has
meant BIG steps forward. Other times, it has meant beating the disease little by little.

Early discoveries

In an 1880s illustration, native people in Peru explain to
Europeans that quinine is what their sick companions need.

Four Nobels

Mr. Gitta isn’t the ﬁrst
person to earn an award
for a malaria breakthrough. Four others
won Nobel Prizes for
their own discoveries.
In 1880, French surgeon Charles Louis
Alphonse Laveran
studied a person with
malaria. He ﬁrst

AP Photos, Library of Congress

mple
.

Mosquitoes carry the
malaria parasite.

Golgi found out why.
Two separate species
of malaria parasite can
live in the blood. One
kind releases spores
every other day. The
other releases them
every three days. The
fevers happen whenever the spores release.
In 1897, British ofﬁcer Ronald Ross made
a discovery—and it
wasn’t good news. He
saw that malaria could

100x
“Ring forms” of the malaria parasite
are seen inside red blood cells.

noticed the creepy
crawlies in the bloodstream: parasites!
Some people with
malaria get fevers
every other day. Others get fevers every
three days. In the late
1800s, Italian Camillo

Ronald Ross (left) in Calcutta,
India, using caged birds to study
the spread of the malaria parasite.

Malaria is an old sickness. The ancient Greek
doctor Hippocrates
wrote down its symptoms, and early Indian
writers noticed the disease came from insects.
In the 17th century,
Jesuit priests traveled
to the Americas. They
learned from native
people about something
they called “the fever

A plane sprays DDT to control
mosquitoes in the 1940s.

pass from infected
people to insects. (And
those insects pass the
disease to other people.)
German Paul Hermann Müller ﬁrst
learned that a chemical
called DDT killed mosquitos when applied
where the insects
lived. That knowledge
slowed the spread of
disease way down! But
the DDT story doesn’t
have a happy ending.
Scientists later found
that DDT builds up
in the bodies of people exposed to it. At

tree.”
Bingo!
Medicine
made
from
the cinchona
Bark of the cinchona tree
tree’s
bark is called quinine.
Quinine has long been
used in the ﬁght against
malaria. There are other
drugs today as well.

high concentrations, it
makes people and animals very sick.
When Jesus lived
on Earth, He healed
people. He rebuked
sickness. (See Luke
4:39.) It was like He
was saying, “You don’t
belong here, sickness
and death! Get out!”
People are stewards of
God’s world. Fighting
disease is part of their
job. Of course, not
everyone who helps
in the ﬁght against
malaria ﬁnds “the big
cure.” Some—like Mr.
Gitta—make the disease easier to diagnose.
Some make treatment
more affordable to poor
people. And each move
forward, big and small,
is a blessing from God.
“(God) forgives all
your iniquity, (God)
heals all your diseases.”
― Psalm 103:3
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“Alert, alert!
Bananas are going extinct!”
“That’s bananas! The grocery
store has bunches of them!”

A

F
R

I
C

them—a lot of them. Have
you ever eaten a banana full of
seeds? Believe us, you don’t
want to! The Madagascan
banana is not edible. Still, it’s
a treasure. It seems to resist
Panama disease. Its seeds hold
priceless genetic information.
Scientists may be able to use
them to breed a new variety of
banana. They hope such a new
banana could resist Panama disease—and taste good too.
But they’re running out of
time. As far as we know, just ﬁve
mature Madagascan banana trees
survive in Madagascar today!
People have almost run out
of bananas before. Prior to the

A

Madagascar
1950s, most people ate a banana
called the Gros Michel or “Big
Mike.” Some say Big Mike
had better ﬂavor. It tasted more
like artiﬁcially-ﬂavored banana
candy. Panama disease wiped
out Big Mike. So people planted
Cavendish bananas. Then Panama disease changed. A version
of the fungus in Asia can take
out Cavendishes too!
Can you imagine a world
without banana splits, banana
bread, and peanut butter banana
sandwiches?

AP Photos, R. Bishop

Scientists sound the alarm.
Bananas are truly in danger! A
fungus called Panama disease
moves through banana plants all
over Asia. It could travel to the
Americas next. Banana plants
wilt. They die. The infection
stays in the soil. Pesticides can’t
get rid of it. Only one thing
would help: planting a better
banana! Scientists need a banana
that can stand up to Panama disease. And as far as they know,
that banana doesn’t exist yet.
They have to build it! But how?
Most grocery store bananas
are not wild. They’re called
Cavendish bananas. People
have bred Cavendish bananas so
their seeds never mature. That
makes a tastier banana. But it
also causes a problem. No seeds
means no plant breeding. Scientists cannot create disease-resistant bananas from the Cavendish
plant.
Madagascan bananas are wild
and exist only on the island of
Madagascar,
off the east
coast of
Africa.
They
have
seeds
in
kids.wng.org/science-soup
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Wild bananas are chockfull of big seeds.

Bunch—All
the bananas on
the true stem

Hand—Row or
tier of bananas

Leaves—Outer, older leaves dry up and
die as newer leaves grow from the center
and reach the top of the plant.
True stem—Produces flower
and fruit. Dotted line shows how
stem grows from center of “trunk.”

Finger
Single fruit
Petal
Female
flowers
Become
young
bananas.

False stem
“Trunk” is actually
made up of tight
layers of leaves.

Quiz

SCIENCE SOUP

AP Photos, R. Bishop
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1. Malaria spreads __.
■ a) through
contaminated water
■ b) in pesticide sprays
■ c) from people
coughing on others
■ d) in the bite of a
mosquito

Flower bud

All the bananas we enjoy today have
their ancestry in two species
of wild bananas from
Southeast Asia.
It wasn’t until
after the Civil War
that bananas
became popular in America.

Sucker—Young
new plant sprouting
from corm

Herb—Banana
plants are not
actually trees.
They are the
world’s largest
flowering herb.

Male flowers

Corm

Roots

Rhizome—A banana tree (actually
a large herb) is the kind of plant that
grows from this swollen underground
stem. A rhizome produces roots
growing down and shoots growing up
to become new plants.

2. French scientist
Charles Laveran first
discovered the malaria
parasite is in this.
■ a) blood
■ b) bone marrow
■ c) lungs
■ d) tears

Genesis 9:3 says “As I gave
you the green plants, I give you
everything.”
God gave us wild bananas.
But ancient people must have
asked, “Why?” Sure, they thrive
in poor soil, and plant diseases
and pests don’t bother them. But
they’re packed with rock-hard
seeds. They are inedible.
The answer is in, “I give you
everything.” God made everything in the world for us to use.
And everything includes good
minds. You might even say He
planned for people to tame the
wild banana.
Growers have learned to pair
plants to get the best qualities
from each. That’s how they
came up with today’s mellow,
tiny-seed banana.
Plant experts may one day
again use wild bananas to
develop a “tame” banana that’s
even better than the variety you
enjoy today.

3. What is wiping out the
Cavendish banana?
■ a) drought
■ b) Panama disease
■ c) global warming
■ d) pollution

4. The “trunk”
of a banana tree is __.
■ a) soft and mushy
■ b) layers of leaves
■ c) like oak wood
■ d) packed roots

5. Little by little, people have stewarded God’s world by fighting malaria. How have they done this?
Answers page 5
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30 miles to the east and west. And that’s what the
Arch is all about. It reminds us: The United States
didn’t always stretch from coast to coast. Newcomers ﬁrst settled in the East. Later, pioneers and
explorers pushed westward. The Gateway Arch is
“the gateway to the West.”
But the Arch needed a change—something it
hasn’t had since people built it in 1965. The monument acted like an island. It was separated from the
city of St. Louis. To visit the Arch, people coming
on foot from St. Louis had to cross skinny bridges
over a highway. Or they would park near the Arch
but never see St. Louis before returning home.
So people built a broad land bridge. Now visitors
can walk from the historic city to the Arch. Builders
constructed a grassy park nearby. And here’s the
centerpiece of the project: the new Arch museum.
It is 46,000-square-feet larger than the previous
museum. The museum sits underground, beneath the
soaring monument. A map on the ﬂoor shows routes
followed by pioneers as they moved west.
Moving from the East to the West wasn’t at
all smooth for the pioneers. They were traveling
into a gigantic, untamed land! But the new
changes to the Arch area make it easier for
people to move around the amazing
monument.
The Sun rises over the Gateway Arch
and its new entrance. A car
passes on a highway below a
walking bridge that leads
to the monument’s park.

What is that?
Many people grew up in the shadow of Gateway Arch in St. Louis, Missouri. To them, the
landmark might seem like an ordinary sight. But
someone seeing it for the ﬁrst time doesn’t feel
that way at all. It’s incredible! The Arch seems to
say, “Gravity? Who cares!”
The arch curves 63 stories into the sky.
It’s made from more than 43,000
tons of concrete and steel. If
you travel to the top of
the Arch, you can
see up to

Visitors walk down stairs past a
giant map of the routes people
took on their westward journeys.

kids.wng.org/time-machine
1WK19_10-13_TM.indd 10
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Going
West

Louisiana

St. Louis

Purchase

What’s on
Thomas Jefferson’s
shopping list? It’s 530
million acres of land for his
country. Now that’s a BIG buy!
Thomas Jefferson helped found
the United States of America. Later, he
became the new country’s third president.
As president, he bought the huge chunk of
land from France. It included the land between
two rivers: the Mississippi and the Missouri. How
many present-day states can you ﬁnd in that area?
Count Arkansas, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Nebraska—and parts of Minnesota,
Louisiana, New Mexico, South Dakota, Texas,
Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, and even sections
of Canada. We call this deal the Louisiana Purchase. And it was a deal—the deal of the century!
The purchase changed life for a lot of people.
Thomas Jefferson believed in “Manifest Destiny.”
That means: “Americans have settled the East
Coast. But we live on an enormous piece of
good land. Some of us should move west and
live there too!”
People did move west. It wasn’t easy. They
sold farms back east. Families traveled in covered
wagons that held everything they still possessed.
They met wild grizzly bears. They crossed dangerous mountain ranges. When they settled, they
had to become self-sufﬁcient. They built their

Mormon Trail
California Trail
Oregon Trail
Sante Fe Trail
Old Spanish Trail

own
cabins,
made their
own clothes,
and grew their own
food. They met—and
sometimes fought—hundreds
of Native American tribes. The
Native Americans had always lived
in this new, wild land. To them, it wasn’t
so wild. It was home! Eventually, U.S. government policies and settlers pushed the Native
Americans off their land.
Proverbs 18:17 says, “The one who states his
case ﬁrst seems right, until the other comes and
examines him.” In other words, there are two sides
to every story. You’ll see that reﬂected in the new
Arch museum. One gallery reminds visitors: Some
think the West was won. Others think it was stolen.
September/October 2018 • WORLDkids
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The wreck of the WWII ship,
Probitas, is popular with divers.

For years, communist governments in Albania
had ignored the country’s ancient offshore treasure. Only in recent years have people had the
time and resources to dig into it.
Some artifacts found off Albania’s coast are
as old as the third or fourth century B.C. Others
come from times as recent as World War II. The
treasure includes 22 shipwrecks. Researchers
found hundreds of ancient amphorae too. Amphorae are tall jars. Each has two handles and a neck.
They were used along shipping trade routes to
hold goods. Now ﬁsh swim in and out of them!
What else traveled on these trade routes
amphorae took? The gospel probably did! Jonah
boarded a ship to cross the Mediterranean. (The
Mediterranean Sea touches Albania.) Jonah was
trying to run from God. But
Amphorae from the wreck
God used a near-shipwreck to
of a 4th century B.C. ship
reveal Himself. Much later,
Paul had a shipwreck nearby on
his way to Rome. Are archaeologists ﬁnding artifacts from

Adr

To visit this
KOSOVO
1
museum, you’ll
need scuba gear. It’s
underwater!
Buried beneath Albania’s
1
coastal waters are hundreds
MACEDONIA
of Roman and Greek artifacts.
They lodged there when ancient
ships sank. What a treasure
A fish and a
trove! But archaeologists send
diver share
ALBANIA
out a warning: The secret is out.
the wreck of
3
The treasure is not safe. Looters
the Probitas.
2
could come steal it!
ITALY
Until now, Albanian ofﬁcials
2
GREECE
weren’t too worried about keeping ancient artifacts safe. Albania is a small country in Europe
on the Adriatic Sea. You’ll ﬁnd
those ships? They could be.
it surrounded by ancient biblical
Items they have found come
lands like Greece, Macedonia,
from around the same time
and what used to be the Roman
Sonar
images
from
a
remotely
periods.
Empire. For a lot of history,
operated underwater vehicle
Albania is a perfect spot for
warring peoples have lived in
show a wreck in the Ionian Sea.
3
ancient treasure. People have
Albania. In modern times, comleft it alone for centuries! But researchers now
munist governments ruled the country for nearly
need to act quickly. Some restaurants along the
50 years. In 1967, Albania banned all religious
Albanian coastline are decorated with real amphofreedom and was declared an atheist state. The
rae. That’s a bad sign. Thieves are already taking
ban remained in effect until 1990 when the comtreasure to sell!
munist government was dissolved.
iati

ea
c S

Ion
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a
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EGYPT

Quiz

Time Machine

IA

When you want to check a date or a place, the first
thing you do is to go look at a clay jar, right? Well, no. You
look at a calendar or map.
But people who study shipwrecks do look at clay jars.
Pottery is an ancient craft. Clay containers have been
part of daily life probably since the days of Adam and Eve.
Take a handful of mud. Mush it into a shape. Dry it until it
is hard. Put something in it—like colored pencils, paper
clips, marbles . . . well, you get the idea.
Throughout history, there have been all kinds of
pottery for all sorts of purposes. Marine archaeologists are
especially interested in amphorae. These tall, two-handled
clay vessels were used to store and deliver grain, wine,
and oil. Their features provide good clues about the age of
a ship and where it traded.
Tarsus
SHAPE—Does
it seem strange that a
container has a pointed bottom? That
TURKEY
wouldn’t stand up very well! But
Antioch
remember, most amphorae were for
Anemurium
SYRIA
shipping,
Latakiaand the narrow pointed
CYPRUS
shapes were sturdy and stacked to
Paphos
make good use of the cargo space.
MARKS—Potters stamped the names
of theirBeirut
workshops into wet clay.
Merchants
scratched or painted
LEBANON
Tyre
information
about the amphora owner or its contents
onto theAkko
container. Some marks are easy to read. But it
takes an expert to make sense of others.
Caesarea
CLAY—Scientists
can often tell where an amphora was
ISRAEL
made
by studying its mineral content under a microscope.
Jerusalem
For example, tiny black grains could mean its clay came
from the region of Naples, Italy.

1. previous
■ a) earlier
■ b) later
■ c) taller

AP Photos, R. Bishop
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2. possessed
■ a) discarded
■ b) owned
■ c) gave away

CONTENTS—Amazingly, some shipwreck amphorae are
still sealed. You probably wouldn’t want to sample the
pickled fish they might contain. But what people produced,
what they ate, and where they traded are important puzzle
pieces for researchers trying to understand history.

Tarsus
TURKEY

Antioch
Anemurium
Latakia

SYRIA

CYPRUS

Paphos

Beirut
Tyre

LEBANON

Akko
Caesarea
ISRAEL

Jerusalem

EGYPT

3. looters
■ a) thieves
■ b) archaeologists
■ c) restaurant owners

This map shows
modern borders
and ancient
cities where
different shapes
of amphorae
were made or
used. Do you
recognize any
of the names
from the Bible?

4. vessels
■ a) roads
■ b) cities
■ c) containers
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Nora
Fixes
a Leak

Workers push equipment
up a track to a machine
boring a 2.5-mile bypass
tunnel 55 stories beneath
the Hudson River.

Look up!

1WK19_14-17_CS.indd 14

ble. It would ﬁll 27 Olympic-size swimming pools!
Workers can’t ﬁx the gigantic
leak. So they’re going around
it. They use a tool nicknamed
Nora. Nora is a borer (hole-digger). She’s about as big as a
space shuttle. And she has sharp
“teeth”—41 spinning, steel
blades. Nora carves a new path
through solid rock. Dozens
Leaking and
of workers go deep

Bypass
Bypass
shaft
shaft

affected area

Existing
shaft

Hudson
River
900 feet

Bypass
shaft
700 feet
2 ½ miles

The bypass tunnel
is 14 feet across.
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Plenty of buildings
in New York City have
more than 50 stories. Now look
down. More than 50 stories
under the city, an aging tunnel
carries half the city’s water.
And it has sprung some serious
leaks. Grab your hard hat. We’re
going in!
Workers travel deep under
the Hudson River to get to
the Delaware Aqueduct. The
tunnel starts in the Catskill
Mountains. It carries the city’s
water supply over 85 miles.
The tunnel’s weak spot formed
where it crosses under the Hudson River. The rock there is
limestone. Water leaks through
easily. About 18
million gallons escape
every
day.
That’s
more
than
just a
kids.wng.org/citizen-ship
drib-

down at a
time. They work
Nora’s controls. They bolt
together cylinders of steel, making the tunnel longer and longer.
Workers slosh through puddles.
They drive rail cars and tend to
material going up and down the
900-foot shaft. It’s a construction site in a wet cave.
People in New
Existing
shaft
York City

Nora is a boring
machine, but not a
boring machine.

“Four weeks
without water,”
says the sign of a
young protester
in Caracas.

ting
aft

AP Photos, NYCWater/RB

nnel
oss.

have never done a bigger or
more complicated repair. The
Delaware Aqueduct acts like the
aorta, the biggest artery in the
human body. Without the aorta,
blood doesn’t ﬂow. And disaster
would come if the Delaware
Aqueduct stopped working.
More than eight million people
live in New York City. Every
one of them needs water.
After Nora ﬁnishes her
tunnel-digging work, ofﬁcials
plan to shut down the Delaware
Aqueduct for several months.
Workers will drain the water.
Then they will connect the old
aqueduct to the new tunnel.
Months later, they will reopen
the aqueduct. Water will travel
through the new tunnel, passing
by the leaks. While they work,
half the city’s water will be cut
off for up to eight months. It
sounds like a recipe for disaster!
But people thought ahead.
They worked hard to save water.
They installed water-savers
such as low-ﬂow toilets. The
city has grown. But water use
has dropped. While the Delaware Aqueduct is out of commission, they will also rely
on water from two other area
watersheds. Workers plan to ﬁnish the $1 billion tunnel in 2022.
And if they do it right, New
Yorkers turning on their faucets
will never even notice.

Wells for Venezuela

Can you imagine what it would be like if New York
City had no working water system? You can get a hint by
looking at another city: Caracas, Venezuela.
Elizabeth Roble comes home from work sweaty and hot.
She turns on the shower in her apartment. Nothing happens.
Her water runs for only an hour three times a day.
Ms. Roble and her neighbors decide to hire a company to
dig a well beside their apartment building. They have water
at last! Other wealthy Venezuelans
do the same. But they are breaking
the law. It can take two years to
get a permit from the government
to dig a well. That’s a long time to
go without reliable water. Many say,
“We cannot wait!”
But other Venezuelans are not
wealthy enough to hire well-diggers.
Venezuela’s socialist government
has misused resources. Because of
People
that, people suffer. Many make less
collect
water
than two dollars each month! Food
from a
and medicine run out. People ﬁght
trickling
in the streets. Power goes out frepipe.
quently. And now faucets sputter too.
God has given government ofﬁcials a big responsibility.
They must do all in their power to make sure the people
they govern can live well. Caracas once had a world-class
water system. It pumped water from far way. The water
traveled over towering mountains into the valley that cradles the city. But now that water system has bursting pipes.
Repairs are neglected—and people are just getting thirstier.
Whoever closes his ear to the cry of the poor will himself
call out and not be answered. ― Proverbs 21:13
Sept/Oct 2018 • WORLDkids
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FRANCE

CZECH
SLOVAKIA
GERMANY
AUSTRIA
HUNGARY
SWITZERLAND
RO
SLOVENIA
CROATIA
BOSNIA
YUGOSLAVIA
ITALY
MACEDON
ALBANIA
GREECE
Adriatic Sea

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

Tyrrhenian

A

Sea

ALGERIA
MOROCCO

Ionian Sea

MALTA
TUNISIA

L I B Y A

More than 200 brown-and-white goats munch
their way through thick undergrowth in Portugal.
They think they’re just ﬁlling their hungry bellies.
Actually, they’re ﬁghting ﬁres.
Wildﬁre blazes happen in Portugal every year.
Last year’s ﬁres were especially dangerous. Sixty-four people died. The ﬁery red sky could be
seen as far away as Great Britain! Lots of waisthigh brush grows in Portugal. In hot weather, the
north wind helps ﬁre race across the vegetation.
People need a serious brush cleanup—for their
own safety. So ofﬁcials decide: “Send in the goats!”
Goats graze down low, dry plant life that can turn
ordinary ﬁres into serious wildﬁres.
And goats are just part of
the solution. Portuguese ofﬁcials also push new laws.
These laws encourage
people: “Grow different
trees! Pick something
that stands up well
to ﬂames!” (Right

kids.wng.org/citizen-ship
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now many Portuguese people farm eucalyptus.
That’s a fast-growing tree. They harvest it for
paper. But guess what? Eucalyptus also burns like
paper.) Ofﬁcials hire 12 water-dumping planes
and 41 helicopters. They put 10,700 ﬁreﬁghters on
standby. That’s 1,000 more than last year. They
make sure that when ﬁre approaches, church bells
will ring out a warning.
Do you live in a place affected by wildﬁres?
Many people around the world do. Ofﬁcials must
decide the best ways to protect people and property. Some Portuguese citizens criticize their government. They say ofﬁcials spend too little money
to manage forestland. They think authorities
should punish landowners who abandon forests.
Once, many farmers allowed their goat herds to
roam Portugal’s hills. The herds kept ﬂammable
grasses in check. But many young people have
left the Portuguese countryside for cities. Some
elderly sheep herders have died. Others have
given up. The young don’t seem interested in the
goat-herding life.
This season, dozens of hired goat herds chomp
along. But it will probably take years of change to
make Portugal more ﬁre safe.

AP Photos

Daniel Fernandes watches his
goats graze (and
play!) on a slope in
southern Portugal.

Send in
the Goats!

T

M e d i t e r r a n e a
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Fire! Don’t pull the alarm. Don’t ring the bell. That was not a warning. It was just a fact. Somewhere in this world, fire

is burning grassland or forest. And that’s fine—mostly. In God’s creation, fire has its place. A fire now and then cleans up
a forest floor or stops overgrowth of grass and bushes on a prairie. Some trees depend on the heat of a fire to release
seeds from their pine cones. Fire in nature only becomes a problem when it harms people and property. Then it needs
to be controlled. To control fire, we have to understand it.
Start with this: Fire is not a thing. It is an event. And the
event continues as long as it has three ingredients. Those
are the three sides of the “fire triangle”—oxygen, heat, and
fuel. You might say that firefighting is a game of takeaway.
Take away one side of the triangle and the fire event ends.

THE FIRE
TRIANGLE

yg
ox

at

wder
o
p

en

ir

ste
am

he

a

Take away heat:

A sudden heat source can start a fire. It can be tiny, like a
spark. It can be huge, like a lightning bolt or lava. A fire
spreads by heating nearby fuel enough to burst into
flames (about 500 degrees), then heating more nearby
fuel, and so on. When water hits fire, it absorbs heat as it
expands into steam. A fire starved of heat cannot make
nearby fuel hot enough to burst into flames.

h ea
t

Take away oxygen:

Burying a fire in dirt keeps oxygen from reaching it.
Fire extinguishers spray a cloud of powder that crowds out
oxygen-rich air. When water from a fire hose hits fire, it
evaporates into a blanket of steam that takes the place of
oxygen-rich air. Did you know that firefighters battling a
blazing oil well sometimes light sticks of dynamite? The
explosion uses up all the oxygen in the air near the fire.

fuel
Take away fuel:

i re

d ir

e c ti

d
Fire

on

Hotshots make a fire break. These hardworking firefighters rake, dig, cut, and haul away brush. They light backfires to
burn away brush and grass. A wildfire starves from lack of fuel when it reaches the bare ground of a fire break.
Fuel is the one side of the fire triangle that people can control in advance. That’s where good planning and regular
maintenance come in. Send in the goats!

on

Fir
e
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Quiz

Citizen Ship

AP Photos
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1. Nora is __.
2. Venezuela’s water
2. How can goats reduce
problem is due to __.
forest fire risk?
■ a) a river that runs
through New York City
■ a) fighting in the streets ■ a) eat brush and grass
■ b) a bypass tunnel
■ b) poor planning and
■ b) stomp down dirt
management
■ c) a project manager
■ c) bleat out a
warning cry
■ d) a tunnel boring
■ c) power outages
machine
■ d) lack of medicine
■ d) fertilize dirt
5. God has given government officials a big responsibility. What is it?
Answers page 5
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4. What does fire
extinguisher powder
take away from the fire
triangle?
■ a) fuel
■ b) heat
■ c) oxygen
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What Is a Bumble Bee?

e
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n

you seen a b

um

bl

t?
amounts of one crop
nes
e
instead of a large
be
e
variety in smaller
amounts. Could
that be the problem? All the
data the citizen scientists
gather will
be combined
into something
called the Paciﬁc
Northwest Bumble
Bee Atlas. Maybe
the big picture will help
solve the mystery.
ve
Ha

What’s the
Trouble with
Bumbles?

Ho

bodies colored
in blocks of
black and yellow. Honey bees
are striped. They
have slender bodies
and only a little
hair. Both species
have hairy, ﬂat
legs to gather
pollen. But for
ey
some pollinating
Bee
jobs, only bumbles
will do. Bumbles grab
onto an entire ﬂower and
shake the pollen loose.
They pollinate plants
lots of
such as cucumbers,
hair
peppers, tomatoes,
strawberries,
blueberries,
cane berries,
melons, and
squash. They
are rarer than
honey bees.
But they work
faster. Their
large size
makes them able
to carry more
hairy, flat legs
pollen too.

Do you know your bumble
bees from your honey bees? In
the United States, honey bees
are the new kids on the block—
at least, they are compared to
bumble bees. People brought
honey bees from Europe in the
1600s to work on farms pollinating crops. But bumbles
are natives. They have lived in
North America all along. Bumble bees have rounded, hairy

Citizen scientists buzz
across the U.S. Paciﬁc Northwest. Citizen scientists are
volunteers, not scientists.
And these have an important
job: ﬁnding bumble bees—
nearly 30 species of them!
Bumble bees are important pollinators. Without
them, many wild and farmed
plants can’t grow. These
large,
little guys help make
rounded
bodies
the world go ‘round!
But some bumble
bee species have
disappeared from
blocks of black
and yellow
their usual homes.
So volunteers in
Washington, Oregon, and Idaho
travel to 2.5-acre
sites. They carry
insect nets and
plant and bee
guides. They capture bees and place
them in chilled coolers. Cold bees go into
a state of lethargy.. The
workers photograph the resting bees then release them
when they warm up again.
An app on their phones sends
the info they collect to a
database. All this to answer
a question: Why are bumble
Bumble bees are old, old
bees vanishing?
neighbors to Americans. But
people don’t know much about
them—or what harms them.
Could the bumble trouble come
from pesticides? What about
weather patterns? Bees need
many different kinds of pollen to thrive. But now
major farms grow large
kids.wng.org/take-apart-smart

Bumble

Be

BUMBLE
BEE
BLUES

AP Photos, R. Bishop
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1 Shhhh! The queen is sleeping. She is a “widow.” She had
a mate. But he died in the autumn. After that, the queen
found this cozy hole in which to hibernate.

their cocoons, larvae undergo metamorphosis—they
change from worm-like creatures and form the wings,
legs, and the other parts of a bumble bee.

2 You can talk now. It is early spring. The queen is awake.
She has done her warmup exercises, buzzing her wing muscles before flying out to look for food. Plants like pussy
willow, crocus, rosemary, heather, blackthorn, and daffodil
are her go-to pollen and nectar sources at this time of year.

6 After two weeks, young bees nibble out of their
cocoons. This first generation is all female workers. And
they’ll have lots of work to do: gathering food, cleaning,
and guarding the nest. After all, the queen is busy laying
more eggs. In fact, she will raise a few hundred female
workers before laying eggs that will produce male bees
and young queens.

3 With fresh energy, the queen finds a nest site. She
burrows into any old mouse hole or snug hollow. The first
thing she does is build a small wax cup. This she fills with a
supply of sweet nectar. The queen will soon need it.
4 The queen has made a mound of pollen. She lays about
a dozen eggs in it and covers them with wax. Look at her
buzzing her wing muscles to warm the eggs. She will incubate them for four days. It’s a good thing she
stored up that energy drink—nectar!
5 Larvae hatch from the eggs. They
grow fast, feeding on the pollen.
Over a few weeks, larvae shed
their skin three times. Then they
Collecting
make like butterflies,
pollen
wrapping themselves
and nectar
in silk. Inside

2

1

Winter hibernation

7 Just a few days after leaving their cocoons, male bees
leave the nest, never to return. Young queens will leave a
little later.
8 Males and new queen bees meet at flowers. How
romantic! But only the queen will survive the winter.
Does it seem sad that all the bees from the nest except
the young queens will die in the fall? It’s not, really. The
bees have all done the work God
created them to do. And now the
young queens are ready to
continue the cycle of life
as they find a nice hole in
which to
spend the
Pollen ball
Nectar
winter.
Laying eggs

3

Warming
hatched
larvae

4

. . . and
more eggs

5

Queen and
male meet

?

6

8

Cocoons

. . . and
more eggs

Males leave,
young queens
follow
Bees die

7

Young bees
emerge from
cocoons
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“He was shortish. And oldish.
And brownish. And mossy.
And he spoke with a voice
that was sharpish and bossy.”
That’s how Theodor Geisel describes his character the Lorax. (You probably know Mr. Geisel
by another name—Dr. Seuss.) And now researchers think they know what the real Lorax was: a
monkey!
When he wrote the book The Lorax, Dr. Seuss
was visiting the African country of Kenya. He had
already written many books kids and grownups
loved. But he had writer’s block—he couldn’t
think of what to write next. Researchers at Dartmouth College say he probably got his new idea
by watching the patas monkey in Kenya. Like
the Lorax, the patas monkey has orange fur and
stands on two feet.
Do you remember the Lorax’s story? The
Lorax warns a character called the Once-ler not
to harvest too many ﬂuffy Truffula trees. But the
Once-ler is greedy. He chops down almost all
the trees for his own gain. As they disappear, so

Dr. Seuss’s M

Theodor Geisel,
“Dr. Seuss,” lived from 1904-1991.

onkey?

do the creatures living nearby. The Brown Barba-loots have no Truffula fruit to eat. The Swomee-Swans’ throats ﬁll with factory smoke. The
Humming-Fish get gummed-up gills when factory
gunk spills in their water. Finally, even the
Lorax himself has to leave.
For years, professor of anthropology Nathaniel Dominy had
thought patas monkeys looked like
something Dr. Seuss would create.
But he didn’t start researching his
theory until he started reading The
Lorax to his children. After that, he
and another professor used a computer to study the Lorax’s face. Their
research showed the Lorax looks
more like a patas monkey than other Dr.
Seuss characters do.

Acacia trees in Kenya

20
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?

The
Lorax

Patas
monkey

The Lorax: Bossy, or Homeless?
Dr. Seuss said the Lorax had a bossy voice. His
readers agreed. And some of them didn’t like that
bossiness at all!
The Lorax stands apart from Dr. Seuss’s other
books. You can tell just by looking at the pictures.
Dr. Seuss used different colors. Instead of primary
shades—bright yellows, reds, and blues—he used
mauve, purple, and sage-green. The story is different too. Dr. Seuss wanted The Lorax to send a
strong message about protecting the environment.
To some people, the message seemed a little too
strong—especially to families who logged trees
for a living. “After all,” they said, “not all people
who cut down trees are greedy Once-lers!” Did
Dr. Seuss create the character just to yell at them?
Critics thought so. To them, the Lorax seemed like
an angry policeman for
the environment. The
Bible says that “a
harsh word stirs up

anger.” (Proverbs 15:1) That’s exactly what happened when some people read The Lorax.
But what if the Lorax isn’t just a scolder? What
if he only wants to protect his home? Researchers
think people will read the book differently if they
think of the Lorax connected to the patas monkey.
Patas monkeys depend on whistling thorn acacia
trees for more than 80 percent of their diet. They
are losing their homes as people cut down trees
and clear land. If the Lorax is really like the monkey, he has good reason to be
upset. His home is vanishTake Apart Smart
ing! Dr. Seuss died in 1991.
We can’t ask him whether
he had the patas monkey in
1. lethargy
mind when he ﬁrst drew the
■ a) sleepiness
Lorax. But we do know this:
■ b) anger
Even though not everyone
■ c) hunger
liked it, Dr. Seuss said The
2. metamorphosis
■ a) flight
Lorax was his favorite of all
■ b) change
his books.

Quiz

■ c) eating

3. gain
■ a) loss
■ b) imagination
■ c) profit
4. critics
■ a) reviewers
■ b) explorers
■ c) performers
Answers page 5
AP Photos, 123RF
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Klaus Hidde
checks his
traps for
crayfish.

that got dumped into local rivers a few years
ago. The crayﬁsh population boomed. And
that’s a problem. Suddenly, Louisiana crayﬁsh
are crowding out Germany’s native, endangered crayﬁsh. They also spread a fungus
known as the crayﬁsh plague.
Last year, Berlin city workers caught and
destroyed 4,000 Louisiana crayﬁsh. They
brought crayﬁsh-killing eels to German
waters. Did that slow down the big-clawed,
dark red intruders? Not enough to make a difference! So the wildlife commissioner gave Mr.
Hidde a license to catch crayﬁsh.
Mr. Hidde collects as many
crayﬁsh as he can. He
sells them to local
restaurants.
Would you eat
a crayﬁsh? Diners in Berlin
do. In fact,
crayﬁsh is
becoming
totally
cool cuisine there.
It turns
bright
red when
cooked.
Eaters call
it “Berlin
lobster.”
On a good
day, Mr. Hidde
hauls in about 400
crayﬁsh. Will he ﬁsh
himself out of a job? It
doesn’t seem likely. The
animals don’t live just in isolated ponds. They’ve
made homes in rivers and
streams where they can
easily spread. So Berliners might as well
keep stocking up on
mayonnaise and
lemon juice—
condiments for
crayﬁsh. If you
can’t beat ‘em,
eat ‘em!
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Fisherman Klaus
Hidde wades
through shallow ponds.
He shakes out
his nets. Hundreds of crayﬁsh tumble
into his basket.
He’s on a mission: get rid of
the invaders!
Mr. Hidde has
an unusual ﬁshing
spot: Berlin, the biggest city in Germany.
Louisiana crayﬁsh come
from Mexico and the southern
United States. And now they’re taking over Berlin. The crayﬁsh—also known
as crawdads and mudbugs—crawl over city bike
paths. When it rains, they walk across the
street to new rivers and lakes. People
have never seen such creatures
running wild in Berlin. They
call city ofﬁces. They say,
“There are scorpions in the
street!”
How did the crayﬁsh
get to Berlin? The ﬁrst
ones were probably pets

for

DINNER
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People dine on Louisiana crayfish at a market in Berlin, Germany.
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WHAT SORT OF CREATURE?
You can call it “crawﬁsh,” “crawdad,” “mudbug,” “mudpuppy,” or even “yabbie.” But we
like the nickname “crusty.” That’s short for crustacean, a kind of creature that has a skeleton on
the outside of its body and two pairs of antennae.
“Crusty” reminds us that the crayﬁsh, like every
plant and animal, has its very own place in the
immense variety of the world’s creatures.
One of the things we’re meant to do in this
world is to discover just how orderly God is.
We do that by studying what He made. To study
something is to try to make sense of it.
A big part of making sense of things is to sort
them out. Taxonomy is the sorting and naming
of all living things. People give animals a variety
of common names, like “mudbug.” But to avoid
confusion, scientists agree to use just one Latin
name for each living thing. The critter invading
Germany’s waterways is the species Procambarus clarkii. “Species” is the last and most speciﬁc
level in the chart of living creatures.
The chart we use today is based on a system
that was ﬁrst organized in the 1700s by the Swedish scientist Carolus Linnaeus. He used characteristics of living things to put them into categories.
He started with the largest, most general description—Kingdom. He ﬁnished with the narrowest,

CRAYFISH
ANATOMY

Abdomen
Has six segments

most speciﬁc description, Species. Here’s an
example of the taxonomy of a black bear:
Black
bear

Polar
bear

Giant
Squirrel
panda Coyote
Frog

Sea
star

Kingdom: Animalia (All of these are animals.)

Phylum: Chordata (All of these have a spine.)

Class: Mammalia (These are warm-blooded.)

Order: Carnivora (These are meat eaters.)

Family: Ursidae (Large dog-like carnivores)

Genus: Ursus (Bears that share certain characteristics)

Species: Black bear (Nothing else is a black bear.)

Carapace —Shell covers
head and midsection

Head—Location
of brain

Eyestalk—Two compound
eyes. Each can move a different
direction at the same time

Feeding arms
One pair. Hold
on to food

Short antenna
One pair. For balance,
touch, and taste
Long antenna
One pair. For touch,
taste, and smell

Gills
Feather-like organs
that take oxygen
from water

Mouth
On underside

Swimmerets
Five pairs of swimming legs
Tail fan—Pulls at
water to move backward
Walking legs—Four pairs. Each with a tiny claw

Cheliped
Pair of claw arms
Sept/Oct 2018 • WORLDkids
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Fiona the Famous
This tiny hippo was a big
surprise. Her mom, Bibi, gave
birth at the Cincinnati Zoo—six
weeks early! The baby, Fiona,
weighed just 29 pounds. Nile
hippos like her should be three
times bigger than that at birth.
Little Fiona could not stand or
nurse from Bibi.
Do you know how to feed
and care for a premature baby
hippo? Zoo workers didn’t
either! They had never done it
before. They had to scramble
to answer questions: “What do
we feed her?” “Should we put
her in the water?” “How do
we make her stronger?” “How
would a hippo mom take care of
a premature baby in the wild?”
You can read about those
questions—and how zoo workers answered them—in a new
book called Saving Fiona. The
director of the Cincinnati Zoo,
Thane Maynard, wrote the
book. Mr. Maynard says Fiona
has taught zoo workers a lot.
As far as people know, Fiona
is the smallest
hippo ever

to survive. To feed
her, a zoo staffer
swam under Bibi
and hand-milked
her. Workers at
Smithsonian’s
National Zoo
used that milk
to help develop
a hippo-friendly
formula, which
Fiona gulped from
a bottle. Nurses
from Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital helped put in
Cincinnati Zoo director and author, Thane Maynard
a hippo IV when
Fiona could not
Fiona is growing fast. She
drink enough on her own.
Thousands of people watched already weighs more than 800
pounds! She will ﬁnish growing
Fiona’s progress on the interwhen she’s between ﬁve and
net. They looked every day for
seven years old.
photos of the little hippo. And
Mr. Maynard’s new book tells
of course, zoo workers watched
the whole story to kids. The book
too. “We were a nervous wreck
teaches people lots of hippo facts
every day,” says Mr. Maynard.
too. That’s a big part of what
Would Fiona live and thrive?
zoos do: teach! Kids love learnShe did. Fiona and her paring from the baby hippo. Just call
ents had a family reunion when
her Professor Fiona!
she ﬁrst stepped into her
new zoo habitat—the
big hippo pool.

Fiona plays underwater
with her father, Henry
(right), and her mother,
Bibi (left).
kids.wng.org/critter-file
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Fiona, the baby Nile
hippopotamus, walks
above her mother.

Fiona really challenged
zoo workers’ hippo
know-how! How well do
you know your hippos?

CRITTER FILE

Quiz

You could also call
a hippo a river horse.
Hippos is Greek for horse.
Potamos is Greek for river. The
name fits! Hippos normally live
in African rivers. They can put
most of their bodies underwater
and still breathe, hear,
and see because their
nostrils, ears, and eyes
are on the top of their
heads. A clear film covers their eyes so they can
see underwater. Bibi and
Henry, Fiona’s mom and
dad, wallow and frolic
in a 70,000-gallon hippo pool
at the Cincinnati Zoo. But they
don’t swim. Hippos can’t! Their
bulky bodies can’t even float!
Hippos walk underwater.
1. How have people in
Germany tried to get rid
of Louisiana crayfish?
■ a) by eating them
■ b) by introducing eels
to German waters
■ c) by catching and
destroying them
■ d) all of the above

Need your lawn mowed?
Call a hippo!
Hippos spend the day in
water. At night, they do their real
work—feasting on grass. Adult
hippos eat about 88 pounds of
food each night. That sounds like
a lot to
us. But
it’s just
a tiny
portion
of a
hippo’s
Fiona has her
gums rubbed
by a zookeeper.

body weight.
In his book,
Mr. Maynard says wild hippos
sometimes walk for miles at
night to find enough to eat.
2. Which is an example
of a species?
■ a) Animalia
■ b) Mammalia
■ c) class
■ d) black bear

Hippos are some of the biggest land animals on Earth.
Two kinds of hippos exist.
Bibi, Henry, and Fiona are Nile
hippos—the big ones. They usually weigh between 3,000 and
5,000 pounds!
Pygmy hippos are much
smaller. But you still wouldn’t
want one to step on your toe!
They weigh around 500 to 600
pounds.
When zookeepers found out
Bibi was expecting a calf, they
wanted to do an ultrasound to
check on the growing hippo
baby. A scientist slid under
Bibi’s huge belly to do the
ultrasound.
The ultrasound showed little
hippo feet!

3. Why did Fiona need
extra care?
■ a) Her mother, Bibi,
would not feed her.
■ b) She was born early.
■ c) She was too small to
stand or nurse
from Bibi.
■ d) b and c

4. What is true of
hippos?
■ a) They are good
swimmers.
■ b) They eat river fish.
■ c) They breathe water,
not air.
■ d) They don’t swim.

5. What does studying the different classifications of animals teach us about God?
Answers page 5
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Horseshoes
in the City
Uh oh—your car has a ﬂat tire. Time to call
AAA for a tow! But what do you do when your
police horse needs a new shoe?
Policemen in New York City know just how
to help a police horse whose shoe has worn out
on the gritty street. They call the farrier! A blacksmith shop on wheels rushes to the rescue. Inside,
a 2,850-degree furnace waits ready to ﬁt new
horseshoes. Trained farriers (horseshoers) make
the repair on the spot. Horseshoe repair trucks
are ﬁlled with ancient tools—right in the middle
of a modern city! Farriers use anvils, hammers,
nippers, ﬁles, and pullers—all items people have
used to shoe horses for centuries.
All 50 horses in New York Police Department’s (NYPD) Mounted Unit are considered
police ofﬁcers. They wear badges around their
necks to prove it. The horses get a shoe change
every month. Beneath shimmering skyscrapers
and billboards, a crowd gathers to watch. NYPD

Horses' hooves are made of keratin.
(So are fingernails.) Shoeing does not
hurt horses. But farriers don't trim or
nail too deeply so as
not to reach the
sensitive growing
layer of the hoof.
The center of
the hoof is
sensitive too.

Trim—Clip the hoof wall to about
3 inches tall. Use a rasp to make the
bottom of the hoof flat and smooth.

Heel

3

Size—Measure and choose a
horseshoe as close to the
hoof size as possible.

Frog
White line
Hoof wall
Sole

Quarter

Toe
Hair line

hes

How to Shoe a Horse

2

3 inc

1

Clean—Pull off the old shoe. Use a pick,
wire brush, and knife to clean out and trim
down to the softer, lighter-colored layer.

Officer Robert D'Aamodio rides McQuade through New York's Theater
District, before the horse is reshod.

Tendon

Coffin bone

Cushion

Hoof wall

Sole

Frog

kids.wng.org/jet-balloon
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4

farriers sweat over molten-red steel shoes fresh
out of the ﬁre. They use some high-tech tactics
too. For extra grip and strength, they weld shoes
with a layer of tungsten carbide. That material
is twice as hard as steel. Sparks ﬂy. The farriers
hammer away. They work for an hour, swapping out the shoes on a horse named McQuade
II. Horns honk. People shout. A helicopter whirs
overhead. The trained horse doesn’t even ﬂinch.
The NYPD has had a horse division since
1858. Back then, police horses protected people
from runaway carriage horses. These days, the
horses are mostly used to control crowds. An ofﬁcer on a horse sits high up. He or she can see for a

Farrier Thomas Nolan shapes a shoe, working from a mobile
unit smack in the middle of New York City's Times Square.

long way. The horse can carry an ofﬁcer through
dense crowds easily.
Horses are also intimidating animals. An outof-control crowd might damage a police car. But
people think twice before harming a huge horse!

4

Shape—Heat, hammer, bend, and
file the shoe to make it match the
size and shape of the hoof.

AP Photos, R. Bishop
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Horses Come Back
1493

1493

1493

1493

Fran
c

1493
1493

1493

1493
1493

Flanders 1660
En g l a n d 1 6 2 9

1493

1493

e 1665

Sweden 1629
E n g l a n d 16 2 0

1493
1493
1493
1493
1493
1493

1493
1493
1493

Spain 1493

1493
1493

Would you be surprised to learn that at one time
there were no horses in North America? You might
ask, “Then when did they arrive?” But a more accurate
question would be, “When did they return?” You see,
researchers have found evidence that horses existed
in North America in the most ancient days. But those
early horses died out. It wasn’t until the late 1400s
that horses returned to the continent.
The first voyage of Christopher Columbus from
Spain to America was one of discovery. His second
voyage was for the purpose of starting settlements.
So in 1493, Columbus brought supplies, tools, and
livestock—including horses. After Columbus, people
kept coming to America. They brought and raised
horses to use for working, exploring, and conquering.
Horse populations also spread when people
bought, sold, and even stole animals. And horses did
their part. People used to keep horses more like they
kept cattle. They let them wander free to graze and
rounded them up later. But plenty of horses wandered off. Today there are still populations of “wild”
horses that go way back to those early runaways.

Hot shoe—Heat the shoe. Press it
against the hoof. The heat kills bacteria
and melts the shoe in for a tighter fit.

6

Nail—Hammer nails into the hoof wall.
Bend the nail ends over to cinch the shoe
tightly to the hoof. File the bent ends flat.
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A picture taken by a drone shows
buildings overgrown with ivy.

Lin Fazhen
is one of
only five
who remain
in the
village.

The Green Ghost Town
The village of Houtouwan
on the Chinese island of Shengshan is very quiet. No cars or buses
pass by. If you listen carefully, you’ll hear birds
chirp and waves crash. You might hear a few wild
dogs barking, but you won’t hear families talking.
A ghost town is a village that has buildings,
but no people. Houtouwan sits on a mountain on
the edge of the rough sea. Three thousand people once called this beautiful ghost town their
home. Today, only ﬁve people live there. Why did
everyone leave?
Houtouwan was a ﬁshing town. Fishing boats
came in and out of its port. Lin Fazhen is one of
the ﬁve people who still live in this ghost town.
He used to run a ﬁshing store in the village. He
remembers ﬁshermen playing games like mahjong when it was too windy to sail their boats.
As Mr. Lin watched, the town changed over
time. Boats stopped using the port. Families moved
away. Houtouwan had no school, and parents
wanted better education for their children. It took
several hours to walk up and down the steep path
into town—another reality that made it hard to live
in Houtouwan. Now Mr. Lin grows his own fruits
and vegetables, which add splashes of color to the
town’s green glow. His huge garden grows over the
abandoned lots families left behind.
When people left, nature moved in. Vines
started to grow in and out of buildings. Ivy
crawled over houses and trailed down walls.
28

Slowly, this ghost town changed colors. It turned
different shades of green. Another man, Wang
Yi, was ﬁve years old when his family moved
away from Houtouwan. That was 22 years ago.
Now vines wind through the front door and wrap
around Mr. Wang’s old house. When he visits
today, he likes to pick the island’s wild honeysuckle. Its smell brings back memories.
The ghost town of Houtouwan

Houtouwan isn’t the only ghost town in China.
It seems like more and more of them keep appearing! People there have been moving away from
tiny villages and settling into cities that have millions of people.
Most people don’t want to live in Houtouwan
anymore. But it has not been forgotten. Tourists
ﬂock to the green town, just to marvel at it.
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Tourists and visitors
are drawn to the
mysteriously abandoned village.

Why Ghost Towns?

Jet Balloon

Quiz

Dusty buildings stand in the American West.
A tumbleweed blows past the deserted sheriff’s
ofﬁce—and there’s not a cowboy in sight. Ghost
towns fascinate us when we see them in the movies. We wonder, “What happened here?”
That question always has interesting answers—
in the movies and in real life! And that’s because
people need and want certain things.
Some towns become ghost towns because their
natural resources run out. Gold was found near
Bodie, California, in 1875. People raced to Bodie.
The Gold Rush turned the tiny town into a boomtown with thousands of residents. But the gold
ran out. There was no work. People had to leave.
You can still walk Bodie’s streets. You’ll see the
remaining buildings just as they were left—some
even stocked with goods people needed to live.
Other towns become ghost towns because people can no longer live in them safely. Centralia,
Pennsylvania, is a ghost town with a twist. It’s on
ﬁre . . . and probably will be for 250 more years!
Once, around 1,500 people lived in Centralia.
Many of them worked as coal miners. But around
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1. tactics
■ a) tacks
■ b) strategies
■ c) crowds
Answers page 5

2. frog
■ a) bottom of a hoof
■ b) horn of a saddle
■ c) farrier's hammer

50 years ago, underground coal caught ﬁre. The
smoldering blaze is still going and impossible to
put out. Almost everyone has moved away because
of poisonous gas released by the ﬁres. If you visit
Centralia today, you’ll ﬁnd mostly roads without
houses—and smoke coming up from the ground.
Towns die in other ways too. Roads leading to
them close. Newly-built dams cause ﬂooding that
destroys towns. Nuclear power disasters contaminate towns, making them unsafe. The Bible tells
us God’s people are wanderers on the Earth. They
are looking for the permanent home God made
for them: heaven. Ghost towns remind us not to
get too attached to this world—even our homes.
Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on
Earth, where moth and rust destroy and where
thieves break in and steal. ― Matthew 6:19

3. marvel
■ a) be amazed
■ b) be bored
■ c) daydream

4. deserted
■ a) inhabited
■ b) abandoned
■ c) populated
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Left: Using a GoPro camera clenched in his
mouth, Koa Smith (below) points from inside the wave he rode for two minutes.

Koa Smith grew up surfing in Hawaii.
But to catch the wave of a lifetime, he travels to Skeleton Bay off Namibia, Africa.
Perched on his surfboard, Mr. Smith
rides a wave for 120 seconds straight. (Five
seconds is a long time for a wave to last!)
The wave breaks over Mr. Smith. The rolling
shape waves make just before breaking are
called barrels. Mr. Smith moves through eight barrels
before the wave ends!
Surfing will be part of the Olympics for the first time
in 2020. But Mr. Smith feels like he already won his gold
medal: riding a wave for nearly a mile.

Wave of a
Lifetime

Better
Bear
30
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Draken
Harald
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How do vets know this bear cub is feeling
better? She pulled off her bandages herself!
The orphaned bear cub’s feet were badly
burned in a Colorado wildfire this summer.
Firefighters spotted her, and wildlife officials
cared for her. Now officials say she has more
than doubled in size. She weighs 26 pounds.
She has left her cage to live in a pen with
other cubs at a rehabilitation center.
The bear will be returned to the wild in
time for her all-winter nap.

AP Photos

Viking Voyage

We know Vikings
sailed magnificent, long
ships. But how did they
build them? They didn’t
leave behind many instructions! So builders in Norway studied old boats before they
started their masterpiece: a ship called Draken Harald.
The Draken Harald measures 115 feet from stem to stern.
The mast stands 79 feet tall. Almost 3,000 square feet of silk sail
wait, ready to catch the wind. A crew of 32 prepares the oars.
The ship left Norway in 2016. It crossed the Atlantic—just like
Vikings did more than 1,000 years ago. Now the ship is taking a
shorter trip: from a museum in Connecticut to Maine. It will return
to Connecticut in October.

More shorts online
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Sea Trash . . . with a Message
This giant shark has something to say:
“There is a lot of plastic in the ocean!”
How much? You could measure the amount of
ocean trash in trillions of pieces or billions of tons.
Those numbers are hard to think about, especially
since we can’t see all the garbage in the sea.
Artist Angela Haseltine Pozzi wants to help.
She crafts giant sculptures from sea garbage. The
stunning artworks send a sharp reminder: Plastic
doesn’t belong in the sea. It harms sea creatures.
An army of volunteers help Ms. Pozzi with
her work. About 10,000 people have helped her
collect the trash and shape it into art.

A visitor takes a picture of “Greta the Great White Shark.”

Solar Cookout

e shorts online
every day!

ds.wng.org
Chefs prepare
skewers of meat
in a solar cooker.

The aroma of roasting hot dogs and chicken
kebabs floats through the air in Dezhou, China.
Two dozen chefs with white aprons and hats
cook up a feast—using only heat from the Sun!
The cookers the chefs use are made from
metal and glass tubes. They are heated by mirrors turned to capture the heat of the Sun. On a
bright, sunny day, the cookers boil water in
30 minutes.
Organizers of the solar cookout have a big
goal. They want half the people in the world to
be able to use solar cookers within 10 years. But
new recipes must be invented for use in solar
cookers, which are also expensive. Will people
change the way they cook—and pay the price?

AP Photos

Little White Lion
Luna drinks from a bottle every two to three
hours. Rescue workers make sure she gets plenty
of exercise, attention, and rest. The little cub is
one of the last of her kind: a white African lioness.
White lions are not albino. But they do carry
a unique gene that makes them white. Fewer
than 500 white lions live in the world today.
Once, there were many more. People overhunted
the rare creatures—and still do.
But Luna has been rescued. She will probably live at Tiger Creek Animal Sanctuary in Tyler, Texas, for the rest of her life. Normally, lions
live in groups called prides. But Luna lives alone

right now. The only other lion at the sanctuary is
an adult male. Luna isn’t big enough to live with
him yet.
September/October 2018 • WORLDkids
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Several books of the Bible are mentioned in this issue.
Solve each word math problem to list some others:

_____

___

-1+
spell it

____

_

_____
___

+

single
letter
for “me”

_____

____

+

__

_____

+

-

+

____

+

_

leaking
clouds

tree part,
singular

playful river swimmer

___

toy
candy
dispenser

__

-

-

11th
letter

____

color
sweet
spread

abbreviation
for morning

____

cow’s milk
holder

___

-

_____

+
____

Huge country
in Asia
32

__

____

_

-

+

to take a tiny drink

_____

abbreviation
for “doctor”

+

best
letter
grade

state abbreviation

____

+

____

+
water fence

tiny blood-sucker

_

- 11th
letter

_____

_

+

19th
letter

upper storage room
Answers page 5
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